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The CMS production system has undergone a major architectural upgrade from its
predecessor, with the goals of reducing the operations manpower requirement and
preparing for the large scale production required by the CMS physics plan.

This paper discusses the CMS Monte Carlo Workload Management architecture. The
system consist of 3 major components: ProdRequest, ProdAgent, and ProdMgr and can be
deployed in various distributed configurations to prevent and minimize single points
of failures. The user and request management interaction will take place on the
ProdRequest level. ProdAgents are responsible for job submission and tracking over
multiple Grid and Farm computing resources.
The ProdAgents themselves consist of autonomous components and communicate via
asynchronous messages, thereby enhancing the robustness of the ProdAgent. Delayed and
queued message functionality enables the ProdAgent to adequately deal with 3rd party
component interaction (CMS catalogs, transfer systems) even when these components go
offline for a while. ProdMgr provides the accounting functionality of the system
keeping track of request progress and dividing the work between ProdAgents which
request it. Various complementary (self) monitoring systems provide end-2-end
monitoring of the system to track down (potential) problems.
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